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ABSTRACT
The validity and reliability of telemedicine assessments has been explored through numerous studies. Telemedicine is a diagnostic tool that combines visual technology, audio technology, and tools for assessment. The assessment of musculoskeletal disorders is a key portion in the field of athletic training. The development of telemedicine assessment tools has improved over time but has not yet been perfected. Data was collected via four databases that included articles examining validity, inter- and intra-rater reliability, and telemedicine assessment for musculoskeletal tests. The reviews of the systematic review used Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies (QUADAS) and quality appraisal tool for studies of diagnostic reliability (QAREL) to assess the quality of the selected articles. The results from the guiding systematic review revealed good concurrent validity and great reliability for range of motion (ROM), muscle strength, pain, and gait assessments. However, it revealed low to moderate concurrent validity for assessments such as orthopedic special tests and assessments of neurological disorders. Based on these findings, the recommendations for telemedicine include the need to create a standardized measure to ensure consistency between both inter- and intra-raters and a need for advancement in technology for the enhancement of diagnostic accuracy in patients with musculoskeletal disorders. It is feasible for athletic trainers to incorporate telemedicine into their clinical practices, while increasing their technological skills of assessment to continue improving patient-centered care.
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SUMMARY

CLINICAL PROBLEM AND QUESTION
Telemedicine is an emerging form of healthcare delivery provided from a distance using various forms of technology for prevention, evaluation, diagnosis, and treatment.¹ Many clinicians are not able to successfully perform a musculoskeletal assessment due to the limited reliability and validity of the methods used.² Other barriers for clinicians to the performance of telemedicine assessments include limited internet access, lack of adequate digital health literacy and skills, and socioeconomic status. Though many would assume that the majority of adults would have adequate computer skills, approximately 40% of healthcare workers are not specifically trained in computer skills, which implies a deficit in the ability to adopt telemedicine practices.³ In order to further progress into the use of telemedicine, more clinicians must have the adequate skills to perform not only reliable evaluations but also prescribe effective rehabilitation protocols. The ability to use specific software or online measurement tools may also improve the diagnostic accuracy of the assessment, and in turn improve the likelihood of adopting telemedicine practices.⁴ Teleassessment focused on the
different levels of validity and reliability when assessing the parts of the body. The assessments included low back, shoulder, elbow, ankle, and knee. The variation of reliability and validity is due to the limited nature of clinicians not being physically present during an exam. The adoption of telemedicine is crucial in reaching underserved populations with limited access to healthcare. The purpose of the reviewed study was to evaluate the validity and reliability of ROM, MMT, special tests, and postural assessments via telemedicine.

SUMMARY OF LITERATURE

The authors of the guiding systematic review completed an article search using PubMed, EMBASE, PsycINFO, Cochrane Library and CINAHL databases. The primary key terms for the search was, ‘telerehabilitation OR tele-rehabilitation OR teleassessment’. The search was then focused using individual search terms elaborating on the specific areas of the body (“...shoulder, elbow, wrist, neck pain etc....”) and terms to identify the test/tester (“...inter tester, inter examiner, intra tester, intra examiner and test retest”). The same search terms were utilized in each of the electronic databases. The guiding systematic review’s authors also searched the reference lists of the main article for information pertaining to the topic.

Literature that was included in the article was of the English language, measured the validity and/or reliability of musculoskeletal disorders assessment using telerehabilitation, and was published between from January 2000 and May 2015. The exclusion criteria for the guiding systematic review included unpublished manuscripts, letters, guidelines, conference proceedings, theses, other descriptive publications, and published literature on telerehabilitation assessments focused on neurological and other chronic conditions.6

After using the above criteria, the total number of identified articles was 898. After exclusion of duplicate articles and screening the articles for reliability of relevance to the topic using QUADAS and QAREL, 11 studies were included in the guiding systematic review. Of the 11 studies, two examined low back pain, one examined shoulder disorders, one examined lower limb musculoskeletal disorders, one examined elbow disorders, one examined total knee replacement, one examined ankle disorders, and examined four cases with no prior ailments.6

SUMMARY OF INTERVENTION

Telemedicine is an area of healthcare that allows for remote access to healthcare using visual and audio technology. Technological access to healthcare not only increases care to remote geographical locations, but also increases care to populations in low socioeconomic situations. Telemedicine combines a variety of services used via technology to accomplish therapy in a setting that can be outside of the clinic that is conducive to patient needs. Telemedicine can be used for applications such as assessment of musculoskeletal conditions, and well as rehabilitation of stroke or neurological disorders.8

SUMMARY OF OUTCOMES

The authors of the guiding systematic review used different types of statistical methods to determine the validity and reliability of a variety of telemedicine assessments. The data from five of the studies were converted. The data were used to calculate the association between telemedicine and face-to-face assessment methods. The data from all studies assessed validity and both intra- and inter-rater reliability for the telemedicine assessment. Assessments were determined to have either poor, moderate, good, or excellent validity and reliability. The studies did not include a range of scores that would give a grade for
validity and reliability. For an assessment to be favored, either teleassessment or face-to-face, there must be a significant difference present between the two methods.

Knee ROM assessed using a universal goniometer placed on the computer screen was found to have good concurrent validity (0.80). However, the internet goniometer used through a computer program was found to have good-to-excellent validity. When assessing straight leg raise (SLR), the results found good validity with endurance (0.80) and excellent validity with motor control (0.97) between face-to-face (FTF) assessments and teleassessments. Special orthopedic tests (SOT) were demonstrated, looking for the percentage of agreement (PA) found between FTF and teleassessments, the results showed 75% for elbow conditions, 76% for shoulder conditions, 82.9% for lower-limb musculoskeletal injuries and 99.3% for ankle injuries. Four studies looked at different techniques to assess strength via teleassessments, using static muscle resistance. These four studies showed good-to-excellent agreement in muscle strength assessment.

FINDINGS AND CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS

The guiding systematic review assessed the evidence that supports the use of telemedicine as a valid and reliable method to complete musculoskeletal assessments. The focus of the reviewed studies encompasses the elbow, ankle, knee joints in the musculoskeletal system, as well as various methods to assess musculoskeletal injuries: ROM, postural assessment, strength and endurance, special orthopaedic tests, etc. Measuring ROM has found to have high achievability due to the minimal differences in measurement by both universal goniometers on digital images and/or videos and using specific programs designed to measure the joint angles. Range of motion is one of the primary foundations for musculoskeletal assessment and can be thought of as setting the basis of the assessment, which makes it a critical aspect of the telemedicine assessment process. Performing a manual muscle test on a patient via telemedicine is difficult to assess muscle strength. However, the use of a telemedicine facilitator to carry-out the manual muscle test allows for the clinician to use a third party individual with the patient to perform an assessment which has yielded positive results.

The limitation of poor bandwidth proves to be one of the most common issues faced when assessing the concurrent validity of telemedicine. A clear view of the patient is crucial in determining the abnormalities that may be present upon evaluation. If there is lack of clarity, there may be signs that are not logistically visible to the clinician. Having access to adequate video cameras is another limitation faced by clinicians when performing a telemedicine assessment. This would lead us to the assumption that more research needs to be conducted in order to further investigate the probability of being able to correctly assess posture via telemedicine. The evidence suggests that postural assessments are less likely to have good concurrent validity. Without the ability to connect to patients, there can be no assessments. Barriers such as this may impede the ability to further examine the validity and reliability of telemedicine assessments.

The guiding systematic review identified a SLR to assess strength, endurance, and motor control of the low back pain population. The study demonstrated that there was good validity in endurance (α=0.80) and excellent validity in motor control (α=0.97), as well as good validity (α=0.85) in lower limb functional strength in total knee arthroplasty population. With the increased levels of validity and reliability, the authors showed that the transition from face-to-face to teleassessment would still be beneficial in doing the strength, endurance and motor control portions of the examination process. The straight leg raise test is easy to demonstrate and have a patient reproduce to observe discrepancies in a musculoskeletal assessment.
The guiding systematic review also explored the relationship between teleassessments and face-to-face orthopedic selective tissue tests. Teleassessments include performing objective assessments in order to diagnose patients properly and effectively with a musculoskeletal disorder (MSD). Face-to-face orthopedic selective tissue tests are performed in person with the patient present, with the goal of diagnosing the patient with MSD. The authors identified that the reported percentage of agreement ranged from 75% (elbow and shoulder disorders) to 99% (ankle conditions). These findings demonstrate that while some selective tissue tests may be difficult to perform, technology-based orthopedic assessments do produce similar results as a face-to-face patient encounter.

**CLINICAL BOTTOM LINE**

The guiding systematic review suggests there is potential for the inclusion of telemedicine in physical medicine which includes athletic training. For example, ROM measures completed with the use of an internet goniometer displayed an excellent level of concurrent validity and inter- and intra-rater reliability. Assessment of posture displayed good results with intra- and inter-rater reliability but did not produce good results in the aspect of validity. Muscle strength demonstrated a good level of concurrent validity and reliability. Functional outcome measures displayed exceptional levels of both concurrent reliability and inter- and intra-rater reliability. Regarding both balance and gait, each assessment reported excellent levels of concurrent validity and inter- and intra-rater reliability. Although there were a lot of positives in most aspects of telemedicine assessment, there were some assessments that did not report clinically meaningful findings with respect to validity and reliability. Scar assessments, selective tissues tests, and neurodynamic tests all demonstrated moderate levels of concurrent validity, with no significant change to face-to-face assessment. Athletic trainers can apply the skills they already possess and use them in telemedicine to continue patient care beyond the clinic.

The guiding systematic review delved into a wide variety of different assessments that are commonly used in telemedicine and face-to-face encounters. It can be determined that telemedicine may be used as an appropriate method of assessment, but only regarding functional outcomes and gait, balance, ROM, pain, swelling, and muscle strength of certain musculoskeletal disorders. In athletic training, these assessments are cornerstones to the orthopedic evaluation process. There are many pros and cons to telemedicine, but the systematic review was able to determine that telemedicine may be used to substitute or supplement face-to-face assessments when necessary. We suggest that athletic trainers seeking to implement telemedicine into their clinical practice use this review to substantiate the framework for their digital clinical practice alongside continual conversations with supervising physicians and state regulatory agencies. The key to integration could be from the innovative and creative mindset to perform selective tissue test in a non-traditional format. If athletic trainers can utilize telemedicine, it could drastically improve patient-centered care especially to populations that have limited access to healthcare services.
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